SUBJECT : ENGLISH(SHIFT I)
CLASS :VI
1.Write about yourself





What you enjoy doing
What make you angry
What you hate to do
What you want to become

CLASS: VII
1. Write diary entries on the first 5 days of your Autumn Break.
2. Read “Charlie and the chocolate Fatory” & write the review
OR
Read articles on Sachin Tendulkar and write a booklet on his acheivements(based on
“The story of Cricket”)

CLASS :VIII
1.Write a short note on Stephen Hawking.
2.Do you notice the changes that occur in nature as the season changes?Write about different
seasons of India.
CLASS : IX
1. Read Term-II portions of the long reading book “Three men in a boat” and prepare
chapter wise summary.
2. Complete the workbook for Term II.
3. Read MCB unit ‘Science and Environment’ and
i)
Design a poster promoting cleanliness in the surroundings of the vidyalaya.
4. Write a detailed report on MOM expressing how you felt about it.
CLASS: X

5. Read Term-II portions of the long reading book “Story of my life” and prepare chapter
wise summary.
6. Complete the workbook for Term II.
7. Read MCB unit science and environment and
ii)
Design a poster promoting cleanliness in the surroundings of the vidyalaya(page
135,136)
8. Write a detailed report on MOM expressing how you felt about it.

SHIFT II
CLASS :VI
1)Collect information about desert animals with pictures
2)Write a paragraph about ‘My Aim in Life’
3)Collect 10 proverbs with their meanings.

CLASS :VII
1)Read the poem ‘Meadow Surprizes’ and try to write a poem on nature

about 8 lines

2)Slogan Writing on Trees and how to presereve them
3)Make a scrap book on findings about planet Mars.

CLASS :VIII
1)A PPT or health book/Scrap book about monsoon diseases ,symptoms ,cure and
preventions.
2)Write a diary for at least 5 days during the holidays.
3)Make a liost of home remedies.

CLASS :IX
1)Book Review on ‘Three men in a Boat’ last 12 chapters
2)Collect pictures related to the different stages of a man’s life(refer Seven Ages)

CLASS :X
1)Book review on ‘Helen Keller’ Chapter XII-Last
2)Poster making Topic-A clean and green KV Adoor
3)Advertisement on any one product discussed in class.
4)Review any one of Abdul Kalam’s Books(Ignited Minds/Wings of Fire)

